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“The Parable of the Sower”
It has been my observation
that, along with civility,
listening has almost become
Special points of interest:
a lost art. It has not always
* “The Parable of the Sower” been that way, well at least
it has not been as bad as it
* Crossword - “Sizzlin’
s e e m s n o w. F r o m t h e
Summer Days!”
earliest times when folks
would sit around a campfire
* Announcements!
to hear an exciting
* “What is…the Council of
adventure story to the days
Bishops”
of those spine-tingling radio
* Bishop Mueller - Guidelines dramas like "The Shadow"
and "Inner Sanctum,"
* Liturgical Colors and Misc. people have let their minds
create the pictures while
their ears carefully took in
the words and painted a
mental image. motion
pictures, television, and
social media have changed
that to an alarming degree!
We are a visual generation
whose listening skills have
atrophied. Maybe that's why
families can't communicate,
and people often talk but
Inside this issue:
seldom listen. The ability to
The Parable of the Sower! 1 listen carefully is just as
vital today as it ever was.
Crossword: “Sizzlin’ Summer
Days!”
2 After all, if we are having

trouble listening to the

AnnouncementsCrossword Puzzle
Solution, and much more
Sermon Continued:
“What is…the Council of
Bishops”.

3 voices around us, how else

are we going to hear God's
gentle voice?
4-5

This morning, those who
have ears to hear, let us
6 listen carefully to the Word
of the Lord this day!

Updated Church - Guidelines.
7 Matthew 13:1-9 Later that
Liturgical Colors and Misc. 8

same day Jesus left the

house and sat beside the
lake. 2 A large crowd soon
gathered around him, so he
got into a boat. Then he sat
there and taught as the
people stood on the shore. 3
He told many stories in the
form of parables, such as
this one:
“Listen! A farmer went out
to plant some seeds. 4 As he
scattered them across his
field, some seeds fell on a
footpath, and the birds came
and ate them. 5 Other seeds
fell on shallow soil with
underlying rock. The seeds
sprouted quickly because the
soil was shallow. 6 But the
plants soon wilted under the
hot sun, and since they
didn’t have deep roots, they
died. 7 Other seeds fell
among thorns that grew up
and choked out the tender
plants. 8 Still other seeds fell
on fertile soil, and they
produced a crop that was
thirty, sixty, and even a
hundred times as much as
had been planted! 9 Anyone
with ears to hear should
listen and understand.”

from where the people
were and then He took
them to a place where they
could then begin to see
their own lives!
As our passage opens, we
see Jesus teaching from a
boat in the lake, and so it's
possible that He might
have just seen a nearby
sower who was sowing
some seeds. So Jesus used
the sower, the scene, and
his parable and began to
teach them about the
Kingdom of God.
Let’s consider the natural
perspective of this parable
first.
In those days, there were
two primary ways of
sowing seeds:

1.) The Hard Way — The
sower would scatter the
seeds with a semi-circular
flicking of the wrist with
the wind or breeze to his
back. If the wind was quite
gusty that day, some of the
seed might get caught in
the breeze and get blown
into all kinds of places, and
In the parables, Jesus sometimes out of the field
painted word pictures that proper!
His first-century hearers
could easily understand 2.) The Easy Way — The
f r o m t h e i r p e r s o n a l sower would get a bag full
experiences
a n d of seed and place it on the
observations.
back of a donkey and tear,
or cut, open the bag so the
In other words, Jesus started seed would slowly run out

Continued on Page 4
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“Dog Days of Summer!” —- Crossword Puzzle
55. Salon product
56. Frost
57. Slime
59. * On a Dog Day of
Summer, do this while the
#62D is still hot
63. * Part of an expression
that describes how it's
raining on a Dog Day of
Summer
67. Word with Celestial
68. Pass between mountains
69. Ms. Laine
70. Instrument played by
#58D
71. Overly
72. Basic Beverage
73. Mr. Bruckner
74. Bird of prey
75. Gnaw at

Across
1. * Heard on a Dog Day of
Summer: "It's so hot outside
that people are getting edgy
and are beginning to ___ like
cats and dogs!"
6. * Heard on a Dog Day of
Summer: "What can you
really expect when it's a dog___-dog world?"
9. Believe
14. Name of a renowned
English mathematician
15. Veneration
16. Rapscallion
17. Salacious
18. Neil Young joined this gr.
19. Varnished
20. * Don't waste time on a
Dog Day of Summer, but do
this while the sun still shines
22. * Part of a phrase heard as
a drought comes to an end in a
really big way, on a Dog Day
of Summer
23. Break a Commandment
24. Expression of Surprise

on."
25. Florida city
26. Certain Chasm
27. Stick a celery stick
into the cream cheese
again
29. Baby Bug
30. Classic Cartoon
Character: ___ Albert
31. * "Your paperback is
all dog-___ since you've
been reading it so much
on this Dog Day of
Summer."
32. * On a Dog Day of
Summer, ___ dog has its
day
33. Narrow shelf
35. Interjection of
Surprise
40. Talk idly
Down
42. Deer family member
1. Celluloid
44. For short, it's used
2. Heard in English Class:
when citing a reference
25. Street Surface
"Miss, ___ the abbreviation 47. Similar
28. * Heard on a Dog Day of
for the word Each?"
49. Word with Counsel
Summer: "Walking on this
3. Look with amazement
sidewalk is like being a cat on a 4. * It can get as hot as this 53. Hotshot
54. Toddler
hot ___!"
on a Dog Day of Summer
58. Mr. Peterson
31. Word with Electric
5. Atomic #43
59. Twirl
34. Bible Boy
6. Leisurely
60. Certain pronoun
36. Poetic contraction
7. Arista
61. Casino City
37. Thanks
8. Connecter of Kiri
62. * See #59A for the
38. Small Street
Kanawa
related Dog Day of
39. * "On Dog Days of
9. * Don't bark up the wrong Summer clue
Summer, if you're gonna love
one on a Dog Day of
63. * On a Dog Day of
me, you should love ___, too." Summer
Summer, team "it" up
41. Beatles completer
10. Type of horse coat
with this
43. * "This humidity on this Dog 11. Certain Citrus
64. Singing voice
Day of Summer is making me 12. Tallow ingredient
65. Want
just so dog ___."
13. Mr. Kennedy
66. French artist
45. It's the 23rd letter of the
18. "Enough!"
67. Resort
Greek alphabet
19. * Heard on a Dog Day
68. Bovine
46. Mr. Milne
of Summer: "I'm just gonna 71. Gift tag word
48. Sick
___ the breeze today, you
72. I, plurally
50. Obstacle for ships in some
guys."
waters
21. Collide with
51. Viper
22. UN agency
52. * "It's 100 degrees out, and 24. * Heard on a Dog Day
on this Dog Day of Summer,
of Summer: "Rain ___, the
you're asking me not to be a wet baseball game will still be
what?"
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July 2020 News and Announcements
We are at the mid-point of
July and the heat, rain, and
COVID-19 are still ever
present at regularlyirregular intervals. Daily
life seems to present us
with some very unpleasant
suprises on a daily basis.
Therefore, we don’t know
what each new day may
bring, but thankfully, God
is ever present as well! Some folks might be better
guessers than others, but no one can predict the
immediate future with 100% accuracy. With that
said, we do know that not only the day but the many
battles of life belong to the Lord of glory. It took me
way too many years, but I have finally come to the
realization that after I have done all that I can do, I
need to stand firm in the faith and steadily rest in
Him. If you do the same, you too will ultimately
have the victory!
Be blessed and bless others!
Pastor Gary
“A Brand New Lens”
“You probably see just how broken the world is.
You may feel like your life is coming unhinged. You
most likely think all you hear is bad news, more bad
news and even more bad news. Yet there is Good
News that actually is more powerful than all these
things swirling around you. It is the Gospel of Jesus
Christ that saves you from yourself, the world’s
brokenness and the constant bombardment of
negativity that threatens to poison your life. Sure,
it’s important to see life realistically. But Jesus gives
you a brand new lens through which to view life
even more realistically. And you will be amazed at
the hope, joy, transformation, courage, resilience
and abundant life you see when you trust him
enough to look through it. ”
Bishop Gary Mueller

Crossword Puzzle Solution - “Dog Days of Summer”
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“The Parable of the Sower”
onto the ground as he walked the donkey up and down
the field. He did this until the bag was empty. As one
might imagine, the seed might not always fall in the
best soil for growth with this method!
That's how they sowed the seed, but Jesus goes on to
describe the four different types of soil onto which
those sown seeds might land:
1.) The first one is the Wayside — The fields were

arranged in long narrow strips, and the ground
between these strips was used as a common
pathway. This hardened ground would, therefore,
have been pressed down into a hard surface from
all of the foot traffic. The wayside is the area that
Jesus referred to as theÂ wayside.
If a seed fell there and some was bound to land there in
whatever way it was sown, there was no real chance of
it penetrating below the compressed soil's surface!
Therefore, no growth would occur.
2.) The Stony Ground was next — The stony ground
was not necessarily filled with stones, as the name
might imply, but it was common for a thin skin of earth
to be sitting on top of a thin shelf of limestone. The soil
might only be a few inches thick before the rock was
reached. On ground such as this, the seed could quickly
germinate because the ground was quick to warm up
from the sun's heat. But there was no depth to the soil,
so when it sent down roots to find nourishment and
moisture, it was only met with hard, impenetrable rock
and would be starved to death and unable to stand the
heat of the day!
3.) The next was the Thorny Ground — Besides
thorns being right in clear view on the surface, the
thorny ground could be quite deceptive, for it could also
appear clear. If you turn over a garden, it will look
good enough to the average person, but underneath the
surface still lay the couch grass and other perennial
garden nuisances, which are always ready to spring to
life and wreak havoc on the plants in your garden. The
weeds and good seed would grow together, but the
weeds would choke the life out of the good seed.
4.) The Good Ground - This would be the optimal
place for the seed to enter into the earth, find
nourishment, and grow into a great harvest!
This description is what the parable's earthly

explanation meant to those of Jesus' day, but there
was much more to it than that!
Luckily, Jesus didn’t leave us scratching our heads
as to the meaning of this parable. So now, as Paul
Harvey would say, is the rest of the story.
In verses 18-23 Jesus said, “Now listen to the
explanation of the parable about the farmer planting
seeds: 19 The seed that fell on the footpath represents
those who hear the message about the Kingdom and
don’t understand it. Then the evil one comes and
snatches away the seed that was planted in their
hearts. 20 The seed on the rocky soil represents those
who hear the message and immediately receive it
with joy. 21 But since they don’t have deep roots, they
don’t last long. They fall away as soon as they have
problems or are persecuted for believing God’s
word. 22 The seed that fell among the thorns
represents those who hear God’s word, but all too
quickly the message is crowded out by the worries of
this life and the lure of wealth, so no fruit is
produced. 23 The seed that fell on good soil
represents those who truly hear and understand
God’s word and produce a harvest of thirty, sixty, or
even a hundred times as much as had been planted!”
Matthew 13:18-23
This parable is aimed at two different sets of folks!
The first time I heard this parable, I didn't quite see
that, but it is aimed at (1) the Hearers of the parable
and (2) those who would later come to be speakers
of the Word!
1.) Let’s first consider The Hearers - As Jesus had
explained earlier, the hearer is responsible for
listening carefully to the word that has been spoken.
Verse 9 says, “Anyone with ears to hear should
listen and understand.”
And each hearer is described in this parable as being
similar to the four different types of soil Jesus just
described!
Let's briefly go back through them with a word or
two of expansion for our day and time:
a) The wayside or hard compacted soil type of
hearer — This is the person whose mind has long
since been closed as tight as a drum! The reasons
why a mind can be closed are numerous, but let's
Continued on Page 5
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“The Parable of the Sower”
consider the following as a sort of a sampler platter...
i. Hatred can shut someone's mind so tightly that he or
she refuses to hear what they don't want to hear. For
example, some might not like the preacher, teacher,
church member, and so forth. Therefore anything he or
she says is of no value and can be ignored!

c) The Thorny Ground — We try to jam so many
things that we have no time left for the most
important things in our lives! It is not necessarily
that we jam bad, evil, or sinful things into our lives
to crowd out the good, but it's something more
sneaky than that!

ii. Pride can also shut and keep a mind closed to the
beauty of God's Word! I’m not talking about being
proud of your accomplishments or being proud of your
children and the like. Here’s what I’m talking about, I
remember one fellow boasting that he was a self-made
man. This fellow boldly proclaimed that he did it all
himself and never once gave God the glory for anything
he accomplished! I believe that for him to admit that
God had helped him would have hurt his ego and pride!

It has been said, "second best is always the worst
enemy of the best" How true that is!

iii. A sinful lifestyle can also shut one's mind to seeing
what the Bible says about their life choices. After all,
most folks don't want to hear that what they’re doing
has been condemned by God! They might even sing the
“Don't judge me, jingle!” And disregard God and the
Speaker after that.
iv. Blinded — “But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to
them that are lost: 4 In whom the god of this world hath
blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the
light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image
of God, should shine unto them.” 2 Corinthians 4:3-4
And by the media, peer pressure, groupthink, and the list
could go on and on!

Having been on more committees than I care to
think about, I can see how too much activity, albeit
good activity, can hinder our family time, leisure
time, exercise time, prayer time, Bible study time,
etc.
That was the thorny ground type of hearer.
d) The Good Ground — This is the best, and only,
spiritual soil for growth, producing 30, 60, and 100
fold increases!
The Good ground has four characteristics:
i. An open mind to hear — someone who is
willing to learn!
ii. Open ears — prepared to hear with a mindset
towards listening! Not just hearing, but authentic
listening!

That was the wayside, footpath, or hard-compacted soil
type person.

iii. Understanding — After listening with an open
mind and open ears, comes thinking about what
one has heard and how it applies to his or her life.
That is essential!

b) The Stony Ground type of hearer — This could
also be referred to as the shallow ground due to the lack
of spiritual depth of the person.

iv. Doing — The people who are "good ground" or
"soil" translate what they have learned, heard, and
understood into some positive action in their lives!

This stony ground type of personality manifested by a
tendency to quickly pick something up and just as
quickly forget about it as he or she moves on to the next
new thing! I suspect that we are all guilty of this one to
some degree! If we took a very thoughtful and honest
moment or so, we might discover that our past is littered
with things we have started but never finished! Hmm,
not sure about that one? Just think about some of your
previous New Year’s resolutions.

2.) The Speaker or the planter — Just a few
minutes ago, I said that this parable is directed at
two types of people. This parable also focuses on
those who preach, teach, or share God's Word in this
world! (Which should include all of us!)

That was the stony ground type of hearer.

This parable assures us that even if we are faithful
in sharing the good seed of God’s word to those we
meet, some will not hear, listen, understand, or even
respond favorably! Don't let this trouble you too
much!
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“The Parable of the Sower”
No farmer ever expects that every seed sown will germinate and bring forth fruit, but he or she understands that
some will be blown away by the wind, get eaten by the birds, or fall prey to some other mishap that will prevent
their maturation. This lack of universal germination never has, nor ever will, prevent a farmer from sowing
seeds! By the way, no farmer ever expected a crop to come up overnight either; it takes time!
For those of us who might occasionally get discouraged with witnessing, this is some very encouraging news!
— What should you do if it takes years to see any fruit or never see any results?
— Should you just give up?
No!
Whatever result we might see in our lives, know this, that ultimately Jesus promised us that some seeds sown
would result in a bumper crop!
In verse 8, Jesus said, “Still other seeds fell on fertile soil, and they produced a crop that was thirty, sixty, and
even a hundred times as much as had been planted!”
So, since the undesirable soils can’t change on its own, you might be thinking it’s hopeless for you to become
good soil. Here’s some added good news. God loves you as you are, but He loves you so much that He will not
leave you as you are.
Ask for salvation, and transformation in your life and He will answer will a resounding, “Yes!”
"Anyone with ears to hear should listen and understand.” Matthew 13:9
Remember that you have been blessed to be a blessing. So be one!
Pastor Gary
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“Welcome Back Home Sanctuary Service”

I hope and pray that this week’s newsletter finds you all in good health!
Our first Sunday of in-person worship starts this Sunday morning. For many, there will be a sigh of relief as we are
finally able to start meeting back to worship in our sanctuary. For others, the thought of changing from our casual at
home worship experience may come with worries about safety. I understand both feelings.
For those who desire to continue to worshipping from home, be assured that we will continue our Facebook
Livestream, YouTube uploads, radio transmissions, and Channel 13 broadcasts. We love and miss you, but we also
support and understand your decision.
Sanctuary Service — For those who will be joining us on our maiden voyage back into worshipping in our beautiful
sanctuary, we are implementing the bishop’s recommendations to keep the worship experience as safe as we can. The
bishop has set the in-person congregation size at 50 maximum with a service length ranging from 30-35 minutes. In
order to meet these ranges, we will utilize a reservation process. John Scott has prepared an online registration form.
You can either go to http://www.magnoliafumc.org/worship/worship-services or to the church web page at http://
www.magnoliafumc.org and follow the directions to the specific page. Once there you simply register each person and
you’re done. If you would prefer to call in to register, just call me, Pastor Gary, or anyone at the church office and we
will add your name to the reservation list.
Note: Our first service response will determine if we have enough interest to open up an earlier (9:30 a.m.) service to
accommodate more worshippers. Our first Sunday or two, we might not have our service length perfect, but we will
fine tune it in the weeks to come. The chapel will not be used until safety in a small space can be addressed.
Safety — We will have safety procedures in place. If you have a fever, are sick, or have been exposed to someone
with known COVID-19, we would respectfully ask that you stay safe at home. A questionnaire will be forthcoming in
an e-mail and at the door with temperature checks at our check-in station. Masks will be required. On a personal note,
I have been in three in-person worship services in a row last Sunday with a mask on for each service.
Blessings and please register in advance, so we know who will be with us for in-person worship.
Pastor Gary
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Lectionary Texts for this Week
July 19, 2020

CHAPEL WORSHIP 8:30 A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:30 A.M.
CHAPEL WORSHIP 10:45 A.M.
YOUTH 6:00 – 8:00 P.M.

Seventh Sunday After Pentecost

Mailing Address:
Magnolia First United Methodist Church
320 West Main Street
Magnolia, Arkansas 71753
Phone: 870-234-4530 (Church)
Pastor: The Reverend Dr. Gary L. Maskell
Email: homiletics2002@gmail.com
Webpage: http://www.magnoliafumc.org/home

Lectionary Texts:

Genesis 28:10–19a;
Psalm 139:1–12, 23–24 (UMH 854);
Romans 8:12–25;
Matthew 13:24–30, 36–43
Liturgical Color: Green
Green symbolizes the renewal of vegetation and
generally of living things and the promise of new
life. It is used for the Season of Epiphany
between the Sunday after Epiphany (January 6)
and the beginning of Lent, and for Ordinary
Time between Trinity Sunday (first Sunday after
Pentecost) and the beginning of Advent.

Some Positive Words from Bishop Mueller
“Investigate What God's Up To”

It probably seems all you hear from the media and see on social media is bad news. It’s
depressing to be sure. But even more importantly, it can shape your mind in such a way that
you think everything is bad all the time. And that’s a problem, because when you let
yourself be shaped primarily by bad news, you are choosing to negate God’s Good News.
So instead of being captive to the negative, investigate what God’s up to. How have you
experienced God’s presence in recent days? Where have you seen God do something
amazing - either in your life or the world around you? When have you felt Jesus’ comforting
embrace when you needed it most? And here’s the thing about these three holy questions.
The more you ask them, the easier they will be to answer.

